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The Pascal Hexagram, 

BY IMiss CHRISTINE LA DD, Johns Hopkins University. 

1 WISH to propose a new notation for the lines and points connected with 
the Pascal Hexagram, to oive a brief account of the discoveries of Veronese 
on the subject and to develop a few additional properties of the figoure. 

The vertices of the hexagon inscribed in the conic, S, are A, B, C, SD, E, F; 
the lines tangent to the conic at these vertices respectively are a, b, c, d, e,f. 
In general, a large letter will represent a point, a small letter a line. Lines 
joining vertices of the inscribed hexagon are called fundamental lines; inter- 
sections of sides of the circumscribed hexagon are called fundainental points. 
The intersection of the two fundamnental lines AB, DE is called P (AB. IDE); 
the line joiniing two fundamiiental points, ab, de, is called p' (ab . de). It is 
evident that p' (ab . de) is the pole of P (AB. -DE). There are 45 points -P 
and 45 lines p. The Pascal line obtained by taking the vertices of the 
hexagon in the order ABCI)EF is called h (ABCDBEP). It passes through 
the points P (AB. DB), P (BC. EF), P (C.D. PA). Similarly, the intersec- 
tion of the lines p'(ab. de), p' (bc. ef), p' (cd.fia) is the Brianchon point 
H' (abcdqf) of the hexagon abcdef, the pole of h (ABC-DEF). 

The three Pascal lines which meet in a Steiner point are (Salmon's Contc 
Sections, 5th ed., note, p. 361) h (ABCFEBD), Ii (AFCIDEB), h (A1DCBEF). We 
shall call the Steiner poinlt in which they meet G (ACE.BDFI). In this symbol, 
the relative cyclic order of the letters in each group of three is all that it is 
necessary to observe; for instance, G (AEC. FBID) and G (ACE. BFD) are the 
samie as G (AGCE. BFD). Given a U point, the h lines through it are obtained 
by taking one group of three in a fixed order for the odd letters and per- 
muting cyclically the other group of three for the even letters. The Pascals 
which pass through the conjugate G point are k (ABO-DEF), h (ADCFEBB), 
h (AFCBEBD), and the symbol of that G point is G (ACE. BDF); hence two 
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2 LADD, Tie Pascal Hexagrarn. 

G points whose notation differs in the particular that one group of three letters 
has suffered a change not cyclic are conjugate with respect to the conic S. 
There are ten ways in which six letters can be divided into two groups of 
three each, hence there are ten pairs of points G. 

Four G points which lie on one Steiner-Pluicker line are (Salmon, 
p. 362,) G (BDA . ECF), G (EDF. BCA), G (BCF. EDA ), G (BDE. EGA). 
We shall call the Steiner-Pluicker line on which they lie i (BE. CD. AF). 
In the notation of an i line the division into groups of two is important, but 
not the order of the letters in each grouip. The number of ways in which six 
things can be separated into three differenit groups of two things each is 
fifteen, hence there are fifteen lines i. The G points on one i line are obtained 
by selecting one letter out of each group of two for the first group of three, 
and taking the remaining three letters, in the saine order, for the other 
group of three. As this can be done in four different ways, there are four 
points G on one line i. Through one point G pass three lines i; viz., through 
G (ABC. DEf), pass i (AD. BEE. CF), i (AE4. BF. CD), i (A F. B1). CE). 
In writing the symbols for the i lines through one G point, it is necessary to 
observe that the cyclic order of the first letters of the three duads must be the 
same as that of the second letters; for instance, through U (ABC. DEF) does 
not pass I(AD.BF.CE). 

The Kirkman point which corresponds to the Pascal A (ABCDEF) 
is (Salmon, p. 363,) the intersection of the Pascal linles A (AC-EBFD), 
h (CEADBF), h (EACFDB). We shall call this the Kirkman point 
H (ABODCE). The Pascal lines through a Kirkmian point are obtained by 
taking the three odd letters in the order in which they stand, and then the 
three even letters, inverting the order of the last two, for the first Pascal; and 
then deriving the other two Pascals fronm this by a cyclic clhange of the first 
three letters in one direction and of the last three in the other direction. 
Similarly, the tliree Kirkman points on one Pascal, h (ACEBFD), are 
H (AEECDB), H (EEABCD), H (FAEDBC). If we wish to know whether 
two given Pascals, as 4 (ABCDEF), A (AEDIBCF), intersect in a Kirkman 
point or not, we have to see if the same three letters stand together in each, in 
two groups which have suffered opposite cyclic changes. The two lines jtust 
written are h (BCDEFA), ht (DBCEA-E), and they meet in H (BECADF). 

The three II points of one Cayley-Salmon line are (Salmon, p. 362,) 
H (ABCFED) , H (ADCBEE), H (AFCD-EB). We shall call this Cayley- 
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Salmon line, the line g (ACE . BFD). It passes through the point 
G (ACE. BDF). Through the two conjugate points G (ACE. BlDF), 
G (A CE. BFD), pass respectively the lines g (A CE . BE-D) , g (A CE. BDF). 
These two g lines we shall call, for the present, corresponding g lines. They 
are not conjugate with respect to the conic S. (Veronese, Nuovi Teoremni sul 
Hexagrammurnt lysticumt, p. 26.) The H points on G (ACE. B1DF) correspond 
to the h lines through g (A CE. BDF); hence we shall say that g (A CE. BDE) 
corresponds to G (ACE. BIDF), while it passes through G (A CE. BFD). 

The symbol for the Salmon point in which four g lines iintersect is 
obtained in the same way as that of the Steiner-Plicker line througrh four 
G points. In fact, the lines g (BlDA. ECF), g (EDF. BCA), g (BCF. EDA), 
g (BDF. EC-A), intersect in the Salmon point I (BE. CD . AF); and the 
I points on g (ACE. BDF), are I (AB. CD. EF), I (A.D. CF. EB) 
I(AF. CB.ED). 

Professor Cayley (Quarterly Journal, Vol. IX,) gives a table to show in 
what kind of a point each Pascal line ineets every one of the 59 other Pascal 
lines. By attending to the notation of Pascal lines such a table may be dis- 
pensed with. His 90 points "Im," 360 points "'r," 360 points "t," 360 points 
"z," and 90 points "lw" are the intersections each of two Pascals whose sym- 
bols can easily be derived one fromi another. For instance, 

h (ABCDE) > ,, 
l 

h (DEFABC) , h (ACEDBF) > 
h (ABCFED) k (D1EFBCA.) ? h (A3C-DEF)> ' 
h (ACEBED)> "z," h (4ACEBFD)> "w, 
h (AFEDCB) k (ABCCDEF) 

By producino the lines and points of the Brianchon hexagon, as we may 
call the corresponding circumscribed hexagon, we should find occasion for the 
same symbols, in sinall letters, for the :I', ', I' points, which are the poles 
of the h, g, i lines, and for the h', g', i' lines; which are the poles of the H, G, I 
points. 

Jt was shown by Kirkman that the two Kirkman points 
H (BFCTEAD), H (BFDEA C), 

are on a line through the point P (AB. FE). I shall call this line v12 (BF. EA) 
(and it happens that mv notation here coincides with that of Veronese, p. 43). 
So the points 

H (BFCA ED), H (BE-DA EC), 
are on the line v12 (BF. AE), which passes throuoh P (EEB. FA) and which 
does not coincide with v12 (BF. EA). Through each point P pass two v12 lines, 
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viz., throug,h P (EB . PA) pass v,2 (EP. AB) and v,2 (EA . FB). There is but 
one P point on each v12 line. Through each H point pass three v,2 lines; 
through H (BC-DEFA) pass v12 (BC. EF), v12 (C-D. PA), v12 (DE. AB). 'There 

are therefore 3. 60 or 190 v12 lines in all. If we look for the corresponding 2 1 

property of h lines, we find that 
h (BFCE4 4D), h (BFDIEA C), 

intersect in P (BF. EA), and that 
h (BFCAED), h (BFDAEC), 

intersect in P (BF. AE), but that P (BF. AE) is the same point as 
P (BF. EA). This is the intrinsic difference between H points and h lines. 
The H points lie in twos on 90 lines v12 which pass by threes through the 60 
H points. The h lines intersect in fours in 45 points P, which lie in threes 
on the 60 h lines. To a P point, P (BE. AE), rnay be said to correspond the 
pair of v12 lines, V12 (BF. AE), V12 (BF. EA). In the Brianchon hexagon, on 
the other hand, the H' points lie in fours on the 45p' lines, and the h' lines 
initersect in twos in 90 points P12, which lie in threes on h' lines and in twos 
on p' lines. Not even in a hexagon which can be inscribed in one conic and 
circumscribed about another is there entire correspondence between Kirkman 
points and Pascal lines. 

To resume: 
To 60 Pascal lines h correspond 60 Kirkman points H. 

" 20 Cayley-Salmon " g " 20 Steiner " G. 
" 15 Steiner-Pluicker " i " 15 Salmon " I. 

On each h line lie three HI's and one G. 
" " g " lie three H's, three I's and one G. 
"4 "i " lie four G's. 

Through each H point pass three h's and one g. 
G " pass three h's, three i's and one g. 

" I " pass four g's. 
The whole arrangement can be diagrammatically represented by a sim- 

ple figure: 

I IHIHHX (~ 

H9 H/D\? 1 i:i iii, 
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On h (ABCDEF) lie H(ACEBFID), H(CEAIDBF), H(EACFDB); 
and G (ACE. BlDF). 

"g (ABC.DEF) " H(ADBECF), H(AFBDCE), H(AEBFCD); 
I(AID.BE. CF), I(AE.BP.CD), I (AF. BD. CE); 
and G (ABC.DFE). 

" i(AB.CD.EF)" G(ACE.B.DF), G'(ACE.BBDE), G (ADE. BCF), 
G (ADF. BCE). 

Throu,h H(ABCDEF)passh(ACEBE)D), h(CEABDF), h(EACFDB); 
and g (ACE. BDF). 

G (ABC.DEF)" h(ABDECF), h(AEBIDCE), h(AEBFCD); 
i(AD.BE.CF), i(AE.BF.CD),i(AF.BD.CE); 
and g (ABC. DFE). 

" I(AB.CD.EF)" g(ACE.B1DF), g (A CF.BDE), g (ADE.BCF) 
g (ADF.BCE). 

II. 

By the notation here given it is 

imimediately 

evident 
what 

points 
are on 

&very line and what lines pass throug,h every point, without referring to 
tables, as Veronese is obliged to do. I shall imiake use of this notation, so 
far as any notation is necessary, in describing Veronese's additions to the 
subject. 

Pascal discovered the theorem which bears his namne in 1640. The 
reciprocal theoretn of Brianchon remained unknown until 1806. From the 
time, 1828, when Steiner showed that by taking the six points on the conic 
in different orders, sixty Pascal lines may be obtainied, the development of 
the figure has been more rapid. Steiner himself showed that the 60 Pascal 
-lines meet in threes in the 20 Steiner points, and he believed that these points 
were situated in fours on five lines meeting in one point. Plicker showed 
that they lie in reality on fifteen lines, three through each point. Hesse 
observed that the 20 Steiner points consist of ten pairs of points harmoni- 
cally conjugate with respect to the conic, and that the figure of the Steiner 
points and the Steiner-Plucker lines is identical with that formed by three 
triangles in perspective. Kirkman showed that the Pascal lines pass by 
threes through the sixty points called by his name, and that these points are 

3 
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connected two and two by 90 lines v, which pass each through two points P. 
Professor Cayley and Dr. Salmon discovered at the same time that the 60 
Kirkman points lie in threes on 20 (Cayley-Salmon) lines g, and Dr. Salmon, 
that the lines g meet in threes in the 15 (Salmon) points 1. Hesse pointed 
out the correspondence which exists between the lines and points of the 
figure; but he was aware that the relation is not that of pole and polar, at 
least not with respect to the original conic. (Crelle, Vol. 68, p. 193.) 

Veronese has written a paper (Nuovi Teoremi sal HexagrammumJ Mysticum, 
Reale Accadernia dei Lincei, 1876-1877,) which apparently leaves little, work 
for other investigators to do. His most important discovery is that the 60 h 
lines may be divided into six groups of ten lines each, which intersect in the 
ten corresponding H points and are their polars with respect to a conic 7t. 

There are six conics t in the whole figure, and any five of these groups of ten 
lines and points determine the sixth. He has shown, mnoreover, that besides 
the original system, [H1k], of 60 Pascal lines and Kirkman points, there is 
an infinity of such systems, [HnAhJ consisting each of six groups of ten lines 
and points, and giving rise each to six conics. Five groups of any svstem 
after the first suffice to determine one group of the preceding and one of the 
succeeding system. The figure of the g lines and of the G points is comimon 
to all these systems; that is to say, the 60 H points of every system lie in 
threes on the same 20 g lines and the 60 h lines of every system pass by 
threes through the same 20 G points. It follows that the I points and the i 
lines are also comnmon to all the systemns. Veronese uses the symbol t for a 
group of ten lines and points as well as for the conic with respect to which 
they are poles anid polars. He gives a table by consulting which one can see 
to what figure 7t any h line belongs. But the k lines which go together to 
form a figure 7t can be determined at once by observing the following rule: 
Take any h line, the other six h lines through the three H points on it, an-d 
the three h lines through the II point which corresponds to it; these ten h 
lines constitute a figure 7t, to which belong also the ten H points of the same 
notation. A symbol for a figure t thus obtained, from which symbol it can, 
be known immediately whether a given line or point belongs to the figure 
which it represents or not, is a desideratum. Veronese calls his figures 7t 

first, second, third, &c., and the connection between the first figure and its 
lines and points is of course entirely arbitrary. No two h lines of one figure 
7i pass through a cominon G point, hence to a figure 7t correspond ten differ- 
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ent G points. No two of them are conjugate G points. Any two figures 7t 

have in common four G points which lie on one i line, or to each i line corre- 
sponds one of -the 15 possible comnbiniations two by two of the six figures xt; 

and the four g lines common to any two figures 7t pass througlh an I point. 
The connecting link between the system [ff1h1], and the system [112h2], is 

formed by the 90 lines v12, which fact is indicated by the suffix t2 W We have 
already seen that the v12 lines which pass through H1 (BCIDEFA) are 

V12 (BC. EF), V12 (CD. FA), V12 (DE. AB). 
Now three v12 lines which pass through one "2 point are (Veronese, p. 35) 

V12 (BC. FE), V12 (CD. AF), V12 (DE. BA) . 
That is, given three pairs of v12 lines such that one member of each pair passes 
through a commion H1 point, the remaining mlembers pass throughl a com- 
mon '2 point. This correspondence between H1 points and H2 points I shall 
indicate by gilving two such points the same notation. It will then be 
observed that the three v12 lines of one H1 point are obtained by taking its 
opposite pairs of letters in the order in which they stand; but the three V12 
lines of one "2 point by taking opposite pairs of letters with an inversion of 
one pair. On a v12 line, V12 (AB. CD), lie two H1 points, H1 (ABECDF), 
H1 (ABFCDE), and two "2 points, 12 (ABEDCF), H2 (ABFD CE). 

The three "2 points whicli have the same notation as the thr'ee h, lines 
of an H1 point lie on an h2 line (Veronese, p. 39). Through each H2 point pass 
three h2 lines. There are 60 H2 points and 60 h2 lines. 

Two lines 14 of the same notation as the two H1 points of one v,2 line meet 
in a point V23, through which pass two h3 lines of the third system [I13h3]. 
These k3 lines, 60 in number, determine by their intersections in threes the 60 
H3 points, which lie in threes on the h3 lines. There are 45 pairs of points V23, 
answering to the 45 points P of the system [11h1]; that is to say, after the 
first system the intrinsic difference between H points and A lines drops out, 
or h lines no longer meet by fours in 45 points, but by twos in 90 points. 

In general, from the system [H2. - A. -] the system [H2., h2f] is derived 
by means of lines v2ff1,X2n the connectors of pairs of H2n_ points and also 
of pairs of H2n points. From the system [H2.h2j] we pass to the systein 

[H2n + Jh2n + by means of points 2 n + 2 n 
the intersections of pairs of h2n lines 

and also of pairs of h2n+ 1 lines. 
All the pairs of v lines of same notation but froin different systems, 

V12 (AB.CD), V12 (AB. DC); v. (AB. CD), v. (AB. DC); V56 (AB. CD), 
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v56 (AB. DC), &c., meet in a single point Y, througlh which passes also an 
i line; and all the pairs of points of the same notation, J23, V45, V67, &C., 
together with the P point of the same notation, lie in a line y, through an I 
point. There are 45 lines y, three through each I point, and 45 points Y, 
three on each i line (p. 52). 

The 90 points V23, V45, &c., also lie in twos on 180 lines n23, n45, &c., 
respectively, which pass by fours through the 45 points Y. A similar rela- 
tion holds between the v lines (p. 60). 

Veronese gives many relations of harmonicism and of involution, which 
I omit. For instance, he shows that the pairs of points H112f3, 14H5, H6H7, 

&c., of same notation, wlhich lie all on a common g line, form a system of 
points in involution, whose double points are the H point of same notation 
and the I point of the g line. 

III. 

1. Since the point G(ABC.DEF) is conjugate to the point G(ABC..DFE) 
with respect to the conic S, and the pole of the line g' (abc. def) with respect 
to the same conic, it follows that the point G (ABC. DEE) is on the line 
g' (abc. def); it is also on the line g (ABC. DEF), hence it is at their inter- 
section. In general, g lines and g' lines of the same notation intersect in G 
points. Since in the Brianchon figure the g' lines consist of ten pairs of lines 
conjugate with respect to S, it may be shown in the same way that G points 
and G' points of the same notation, as G (AFC. BED) and G' (afc. bed), lie 
on g' lines, as y' (afc . bde). 

2. Since ABC-D is a quadrilateral inscribed in a conic, the intersections 
of its diagonals, P (BC. A1D), P (CD. AB), P (AC. BID), are the vertices of 
a triangle self-conjugate to the conic and the line joining P (CID. AB) to 
P (AC. B1D) is the polar of P (BC. A-D); but p' (be. ad) is also the polar of 
P (BC. AD), hence these two lines coincide. In the same way it may be 
shown that the point of intersection of p' (ed. ab) and p' (ac. bd) coincides with 
P (BC. AD), and, in genieral, that the triangle whose vertices are the P 
points obtained from four of the six points on the conic coincides with the 
triangle whose sides are the p' lines obtained from the tangents at the samyle 
four points. There are 15 combinations of four letters out of six, hence there 
are 15 of these self-conjugate triangles. Since a self-conjugate triangle has 
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always one vertex within the conic and two without, it follows that 15 P 
points are always within the conic and 30 without, and that of the 45 p' lines 
30 cut the conic in two real and 15 in two imaginary points. 

It now appears that the lines and points of the Brianchon figure can be 
produced without considering the Brianchon hexagon. Since the points 
P (AB. -DE), P (BC. EF), P (CID. FA) are on a line, h (ABC1DEF), their 
poles, P (A-D. EB) P (AE. 1DB), P (BE. FC) P (BF. CE), P (CF. A-D) 
P (CA . DF), meet in a point [the same as the point II' (abcdef )], the pole 
of h (ABODEEF). From the 60 points thus obtained mnay be produced all 
the other lines and points of the figure. 

3. If a, b, c be the sides of a triangle and a', b', c', d' the sides of a quad- 
rilateral such that the triangles b'c'd', c'd'a', d'af', a'b'c' are homologous with abc, 
their respective axes of homiology being ka, lb, Ic ld, then the intersections of 
ka, a'; kb, b'; kcI, c'; kd, d' are collinear. For, the equations of the axes nmay be 
written ka) b + c'= c+ b'= a + d'= O, kb) b + d'= c + a'= a+ c'= O, 
kc,) b+a'=c+d'`a+b'=O, kd) b+b'=c+ a`+= a'-=0, and we 
shall then have for lines through their respective intersections with sides of 
the quadrilateral 

ka, a') 6 + c' +r a' ? c + 1' + a' = a + d' + a' 0 , 
klCa ') b+d'+ba'=c+a'?b'=a+ c'+eb=0, kI, b') b + d* + b' c + a' + b' a + c' + b' 0, 

kd, d') b + b' + d'= c + c' + d' = a + a' + d' 0, 
which form all four one and the same line. The quadrilateral kakbkokd is also 
such that its four triangles are each homologous with abc, and in fact in 
such a way that kakkbC,X a'b'c' and abc have lines joinling all three corre- 
sponding vertices coincident. Take the triangles kkbkcd and'b'c'd'; we have 

kc-kb = b-c= b'-c'- 0 -kC-kd =-a-b =-d' + c'= , 
k, + kd = a + c = d' - b' 0, and the equations show that these three lines 
ineet in a point. Let us apply this property to the Pascal hexagram. We 
shall say, with Veronese, (p. 27), that the triangle formed by joining oppo- 
site vertices of a hexagon belongs to the Pascal obtained by taking the vertices 
in the same order; for instance, the triangle whose sides are A-D, BE, OF, 
belongs to the four Pascals h (AECODBF), h (AEFIDBC), h (ABE)DEC), 
h (ABCOEEF). The points 

P (AB. DE), P (A-D.BE) are on the line p' (bd.ae); 
P (BC.EF), P (EB.FO) " p' (ce.b 
P (FD.A), P (A-D.EFO) " " p' (af.de). 

4 
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These three p' lines meet in a point, namely, the Brianchon point R' (aecdbf), 
hence the two triangles formed by the vertical rows of P points are horno- 
logous. The sides of the first are the Pascals h (ABFDEC), h (ABODEF), 
h (CAEFPDB), and the corresponding sides of the second are AD, BE, CF, 
hence these three pairs of sidces intersect in a line which, as it is an axis of 
homology corresponding to the centre of homology H' (aecdbf), we shall call 
the line k (AECDBF). In the same way it may be shown that the triangle 
formiied by any tlhree of the four Pascals to which the triangle AD, BE, CF 
belongs are homologous therewith, therefore the intersections of the four axes 
of homology, k (AEC.DBF), k (AEFDBC), k (ABFDEC), k (ABC:DEF) with 
the four Pascal lines A (AEC'DBF), AI (AEEFIDBC), h (ABFDEC), A (ABODEF) 
respectively, are four points on one straight line. As this line is obtained by 
means of the triangle AD, BE, CF, we shall call it the line l (A.D. BE. CF). 
To each triangle formned by three fundamental lines, no two of which pass 
through the same point on the coniC, corresponds a line l of the same nota- 
tion; there are 15 such triangles, hence there are 15 lines 1. To each HI point 
corresponds a k line, hence there are 60 lines k, divided into 15 groups of lour 
each, which intersect corresponding I lines on the 15 1 lines. 

4. The triangles ABC, abc, are homologous. Let us call their centre of 
homology C (ABC. abc), their axis a (ABC. abc). Let us say that the points 
C (ABC. abc), C (A1DC. adc) are joined by the line c (ac . bd) and that the 
lines a (ABC. abc), a (A DC. adc) intersect in A (ac. bd), where the bar is 
drawn over the letters that are repeated. I have shown (Educational Times, 
Question 5698,) that c (ac . bd), c (ac . bd) intersect in P (A C. BD), and that 
A (ac. bd), A (ac. bd) are connected by p' (ac. bd). There are 20 points C 
and 20 lines a. ' Each C point is joined to 9 other C points by c lines, hence 

there are + (9. 20) = 90 lines c, which pass by twos through the 45 points 

P anid 90 points A which lie in twos on the 45 lines p'. The six c lines 
c (ac. bd) c (eb . fa) c (df . ce) 
c (ac . bd)' c (eb .fa) c (df. ce) 

intersect in pairs in three points on one straight line, viz., the P points on 
h (AC-EB-DF), hence they form the sides of a Pascal hexagon; and for a 
similar reason the six A points of the same notation are the vertices of a 
Brianchon hexagon. 

5. The Brianchon hexagon formed by joining alternate vertices of 
ABCDEF has for its sides AC, BD, CE, DF, EA, FB. The conic inscribed 
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in this hexagon, X, is the reciprocal of the conic S with respect to a third 
conic- Xl, twelve points of which may be obtained by taking on each side of 
the Brianchon hexagon the two points which form. a harmonic range with 
each of the two pairs of vertices on this side; *for instarnce; on AC the 
two points which are harmnonic at once with C, P (BD. AC), and with 
A, P (BF. AC). The hexag,on ABC_DEF is the reciprocal with respect to 
the conic X of the hexagon formed by joining its alternate vertices; the point 
P (BD. AC) is the pole of the line BC, the point P (AE . FD) is the pole of 
of the line FE, hence the Pascal h (CAEBIDF) is the polar of the point 
P (BC. EF); P (BD, CE) is the pole of C-D, P (PB. AE) is the pole of AF, 
hence the Pascal h (AECFOBD) is the polar of the point P (CI) . AF). It 
follows that the intersection of the Pascals h (CAEBDF), h (AECFDB), which 
is the Kirkman H (A FEDCB), is the pole of the line joining P (CD. A F) 
to P (BC. FE), which is the Pascal h (AFEDICB). But the six hexagons, 
ABCIDEF, AFCBED, ADCFEB, ABCFEID, ADCBEF, AFC)DEB, formn, 
by connectors of alternate vertices, a Brianchon hexagon composed of the same 
sides in different orders, and henice circumscribed to the same conic, therefore 
the six Pascals h (ABC-DEF), h (AFCBEID), h (ADGCFEB), h (ABCFED), 
h(ABDCCEF), h(AFCIDEB), are the poles of the six Kirkmans H(ABC-DEE), 
H(AFCBED), H (A)DCFEB), I(ABOCFED), HI(A)DCBEF), H(AFC-DEB), 
with respect to the samne conic X1. Moreover, the points G (A G0E. B1DF) and 
G (ACE. BFD) in which the first three and the second three Pascals inter- 
sect are the poles respectively of the lines g (ACE. BDF) and g (ACE . BF-D) 
which coninect the first three and the second three Kirkmans. The two G 
points in question are harmonic conjugates with respect to the conic 8, hence 
their polars with respect to X1, the g lines of the same lnotation, are harmonic 
conjugates with respect to the reciprocal conic, E. The triangle whose 
vertices are two corresponding G points and the intersection of the g lines 
through them (or, what is the same thing, the triangle whose sides are two 
corresponding g lines and the line joining the G points on them) is a triangle 
self-conjugate with respect to the conic X1, two of its vertices being at the 
same tirne conjugate with respect to 8, anid two of its sides with respect to 11. 
Sinice this conic, 21 is inscribed in the triangles ACE and BDF, we slhall call 
it the conic X (ACE. BDF), (where the order of the letters in each group of 
three is of no consequence) and the conic with respect to which it is the 
reciprocal of S we shall call X (A CE. BDF). There are ten conics X, the 
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reciprocals of S with respect to ten conics X. Each pair of corresponding G 
point.s and the six Pascals through them are reciprocal, with respect to one 
conic X, to the two g lines and the six H points of the same notation. The 
60 H points andl the 60 h lines are then divided into ten systems of six lines 
and points each, reciprocal to each other with respect to the X conic of that 
system. 

These properties of the Pascal Hexagram can be summed up in the 
following propositions: 

(1). The 20 Steiner points G are the intersections qf the 20 Cayley-Salmon 
lines g with7 the 20 corresponding lines g'. The 20 lines g' are the connectors of the 
20 Steiner points G with the 20 corresponding points G'. 

(2). The 45 points P lie in twos on 45 lines p', which meet by threes in 60 
points f', the poles with respect to the original conic of the h lines. The H' points 
lie in fours on the lines p', in threes on 60 lines h' and in threes on 20 lines g'. 
From them may be produced any number qf systems of points and lines, [Hh'J,R] 
having their g' and i' lines and their G' and I' points in common. But in this case 
transition is made from a system of even, index to one of odd by means of v' lines, 
and from one of odd to one of even by means of V' poInts. 

(3). Three Pascal lines which belong to a triangle fornmed offundamental sides 
intersect those sides in a k line. There are 60 lines k. Their intersections with 
corresponding h lines lie in fours on 15 lines 1. 

(4). Qf the corresponding circumscribed and inscribed triangles of the conic, 
the 20 centres qf honmology, C, lie in twos on 90 lines c, whtch pass by twos through 
the 45 points P, and the 20 axes qf homology, a, intersect in twos in 90 points A, 
which lie in twos on the 45 lines p'. 

(5). The H points and the h lines may be divided into ten groups of six lines 
and points each. The lines and points of' each group are poles and polars with 
respect to one qf ten auxiliary conics X. To each group belon,q two corresponding 
G points and two corresponding g lines. Theyfjrm a triangle self-conjugate with 
respect to the X conic qf the group. The G points are at the same time conjugate 
with respect to conic S, and the g lines are at the same time conjugate with respect 
to the conic X,the X reciprocal qf S. 
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